HOW TO REDUCE YOUR AIRCRAFT MRO INVENTORY
COSTS WHILE MAINTAINING HIGH SERVICE LEVELS
Addressing gaps in existing systems and processes

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

To mitigate the risk of delays or grounding aircraft, airlines
and MROs buy more of the spare parts they believe they
may need, leading to excess spend and surplus inventory.
This often results in significant capital tied up in inventory
and yet target service levels are not delivered. But is
there a way to reduce inventory investment while actually
improving service levels?
Maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) inventory is
defined by uncertain demand, complex operations, and
large scale planning for thousands of part numbers and
components. The lack of comprehensive, “fit for purpose”
planning solutions to address these challenges inevitably
leads to reactive decision making, resulting in a steady
increase in excess inventory over time.
Materials planning modules within ERP and MRO IT
systems are simply inappropriate for MRO inventory.
Designed to support manufacturing processes, they do not
address the specific challenges of maintenance inventory
planning, chief of which is “planning for the unplanned”.
The planning models within these systems are designed
with the underlying assumption that all parts are
consumed according to established production schedules,
and prompt replenishment of depleted stocks through
purchase, applying an MRP or re-order level approach.
This is particularly unsuitable for rotable inventory which
travels around a Repair Cycle Process and is returned to
serviceable stock to be used again. It requires a planning
model which supports this “Repair to Reuse” process. And
while consumable materials are replenished, this is based
on uncertain demand as they are used to support planned
and unplanned maintenance events.

What planners need is a solution that supports the “Repair
to Reuse” model and has the analytical sophistication and
computational strength to tackle large scale inventory
planning. It must be able to aid planners’ strategic
decision making while at the same time ensuring that
optimal policy is delivered through the execution of
prioritised tasks to maximise inventory availability;
optimize investment; and enable greater management
control and visibility over MRO inventory planning.
Maintenance organisations that implement a fit-forpurpose inventory planning system which supports
the “Repair To Reuse” model can transform their MRO
inventory management capabilities and performance.
Armac’s solution has helped airlines and MROs achieve
up to 40% reduction in inventory investment and annual
spend avoidance of 25%, while at the same time achieving
high service levels.
This paper explores the MRO inventory planning
challenges in greater depth and examines the process and
system capabilities required to address these challenges.
It assesses existing ERP and MRO IT systems, highlighting
their limitations when dealing with these aviation specific
challenges, including their focus on the “Purchase to
Consume” model instead of the “Repair to Reuse” model.
Finally, the paper outlines in detail how a best of breed
MRO inventory planning solution is ideally placed to deal
with the perennial issue of surplus inventory and shows
how this solution is delivering reduced spend, optimized
investment and increased inventory availability to airlines
and MROs.

Because these systems don’t support the “Repair
to Reuse” model, planners are forced to take MRO
inventory planning “off-system” and develop their own
manual workarounds. But manual workarounds are no
replacement for an intelligent system that supports
analytical decision making. Working “off-system” without
this intelligence can result in the purchase of excess
inventory, potentially leading to over-investment in
unnecessary parts, and lower service levels.
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INTRODUCTION:

HOLDING SURPLUS INVENTORY

In 2009 an industry analysis report highlighted that the
global MRO inventory held by the commercial aviation
market was $47billion, with a total MRO supply chain spend
of $45.7billion1. In 2013 total MRO supply chain spend had
increased to $60.7billion with indications showing that
on average materials and components account for 50% of
an airlines direct MRO costs2. Armac Systems have more
than ten years experience in helping airlines and MRO
organisations to address their maintenance inventory
planning challenges. Broad trends from analysis that we
have carried out for clients show that surplus inventory is
an industry wide challenge. On average more than 40% of
rotable inventory investment and 26-35% of consumable
investment is categorised as active surplus, (a part is active
surplus if is required for the operation, but the quantity
held is in excess of the amount required). In addition
to this “active surplus” the analysis showed that most
organisations are also holding high levels of inactive or
obsolete inventory that has been substantially depreciated
and for which there is little or no requirement throughout
the supply chain. There are significant savings to be made
from implementing a systemised and analytical approach
to MRO inventory planning to overcome the complexity and
scale of the challenge. In this paper we look to determine
why inefficiencies exist within the current processes and
systems and how a proven solution can help to significantly
reduce MRO inventory investment and spend while
maximising part availability to deliver high service levels.
IATA/Aerostrategy 2010, 2ICF SH&E 2014
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IT SYSTEMS SUPPORT MANUFACTURING MODEL
FOR INVENTORY PLANNING

Inventory management and planning to support MRO
maintenance is different to the classic approach applied to
inventory planning for manufacturing or distribution. Yet
many of the ERP and MRO IT systems used for maintenance
management have the classic manufacturing/production
inventory planning module built in. These built-in modules
are designed to support MPS (Master Production Schedule)
and MRP (Materials Requirement Planning), which follow a
linear production planning model to determine which parts,
how many and when, are needed to meet with production
targets within a defined timeframe and manufacturing
capacity. Such production planning models work on the
basic assumption that stocks are consumed or depleted
during the manufacturing process to create finished goods.
These stocks are replenished to meet future production
demand by purchasing additional units.

MRO INVENTORY:
PLANNING FOR THE UNPLANNED

Inventory planning for parts which support MRO
maintenance is different. While maintenance events
can be scheduled and a small percentage of demand can
be forecasted with certainty; for example modification
programmes or consumable kits for A-Check, MRO demand
is predominantly unpredictable – it is not known exactly
which components on what aircraft will need replacement,
or when or where this will happen. In addition, there is a
significant sub-set of component parts that are repaired
and reused several times in their lifetime. Inventory
planning for these reusable or rotable and repairable parts
needs to focus more on ensuring that these parts are
repaired and returned to serviceable status, and that there
are sufficient serviceable parts available within a repair
and reuse cycle to meet anticipated demand. In contrast
to the classic manufacturing model, purchasing new parts
is an exceptional activity in the maintenance inventory
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planning model. The following example highlights the
different challenges of inventory planning models for both
manufacturing and maintenance events.

INVENTORY PLANNING: MANUFACTURING VS.
MAINTENANCE

Imagine a business owner who runs a bicycle shop. He
not only sells the bicycles, he also assembles and repairs
them, so he has a fully integrated supply chain. In order
to build ten bicycles within a week, he knows that he
requires twenty wheels, ten frames, ten saddles etc. He also
knows the weekly usage rate for rivets and oils required to
build his target output. So he can create a Bill of Material
(BoM) of major items needed for the task of producing the
bicycles and set reorder levels (ROL) for the high demand
low value consumable and expendable items. Orders are
placed for the component parts with sufficient lead time to
ensure they are available to meet the production schedule.
This can be described as a “Purchase to Consume” (P2C)
model for inventory planning.
After he has sold the bicycles the business owner offers
customers a repair service that they subscribe to. Now
he needs to plan his spare replacement parts to support
the repair shop. But he won’t know what components are
going to be needed and when. Some parts, such as oil and
greases, he will use at every service event, so they have
standard usage or replacement rates. Whereas other parts
will require more or less frequent repair and replacement.
It poses a different question for the shop owner, how many
units of each part should he hold to meet the unknown
demand of replacement parts and repair work in order to
provide the speedy service that customers want?
The two different scenarios hold different challenges
for the business owner. As a manufacturer he needs to
ask the question, how many items does he need to build
ten bicycles in one week? However as the repair service
provider he needs to determine how many spare parts does
he need and in what timeframe to meet with the probable
demand of something needing to be replaced. This is called
the “Repair to Reuse” (R2R) model for inventory planning.
This is a simple example which serves to highlight one of
the fundamental differences between inventory planning
for manufacturing and MRO maintenance – the uncertainty
of demand.

CHALLENGES OF MRO INVENTORY PLANNING
Apply this analogy to inventory planning for aviation
maintenance, where the challenges are compounded:

• large scale of operations which supports a fleet(s) across
numerous maintenance locations with tens of thousands
of individual part numbers and components
• uncertain demand around 80% of aircraft spare parts,
where planners cannot know what part will need to be
replaced, where, or when
• different demand profiles and drivers on each part, for
example planned and unplanned events, line and base
maintenance, AOGs etc

• complexity surrounding interchangeable parts, different
fleet and aircraft configurations

• differences in part criticality and impact from not having
a part available – some defects can be deferred
• differences in part attributes such as costs, repair TAT
(turn-around time), scrap rates etc

• significant financial and operational consequences of
not having a critical part available where or when it is
needed.
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OVER INVESTMENT,
POOR SERVICE LEVELS
The extent of the challenge facing MRO inventory planners
is quite clear. But how effective can they be if the systems
they are using support the P2C model and not R2R? In most
cases planners need to go “off system” and develop their
own workarounds and manual processes for inventory
planning as the systems in place simply do not support
the decisions they need to make or provide appropriate
recommendations for MRO inventory levels.

• DEFINE OPTIMAL STRATEGY

The complexity of maintenance inventory planning is such
that it requires appropriate processes and supporting
systems in order to be carried out effectively. Not having
these inputs and support makes it very difficult for planners
to interrogate every component or part to identify its
state and make the best re-use, disposition or allocation
decision about that part. In order to negate the risk of
grounding an aircraft the natural tendency of the planner
is to purchase additional units and have them on the shelf
“just in case”. But they are not necessarily the right parts
needed for the operation. The uncertainty, complexity
and scale of MRO inventory planning means that without
appropriate systems and processes effective planning for
probable demand becomes impossible. So despite having
over-invested in parts that might not get used, the desired
service levels improvements are not achieved and the
pattern of nil stocks, delays and AOGs remains.

The uncertain nature of demand surrounding MRO
inventory; the complexity around planning material
availability for aircraft maintenance; and the scale of
operations mean that the elements of the P2C model for
inventory planning that are based upon the certainty of
manufacturing demand, simply do not fit aviation MRO
inventory planning. The following section outlines the
process for best practice MRO inventory planning and the
various activities that planners need to take in order to
optimize investment and maximise part availability and
how these activities should be supported.

The lack of processes and systems for MRO inventory
planning also means that there is no systemic
accountability and responsibility (who does what, when and
why) around the planning process. This leaves it impossible
to set and measure Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
around inventory planning activities resulting in a lack of
management control.

A DIFFERENT APPROACH IS NEEDED

Inventory
Process
Comparison
What is needed
for Planning
effective MRO
inventory
planning is
an approach that supports the specific characteristics of
the MRO inventory as well as the operational activities
and decisions that planners undertake. The solution
should be based
around theto
R2RConsume
model for inventory
Purchase
planning, which is specifically
PLANNINGdesigned
MODEL to consider the
probability of maintenance demand, supporting rotable,
repairable, consumable and expendable inventory. This
model recognises that rotable items journey around the
Repair Cycle Management (RCM) process; they are removed
from the aircraft unserviceable, sent for repair and then
returned
back into stock
ready to
be reused.PRODUCTION:
They provide
PURCHASE
LOGISTICS
WAREHOUSE
CONSUME and
future availability to support demand. Consumable
expendable inventory in an MRO context are replenished to
support aircraft and rotable repairs. Both inventory types
share similar stochastic demand profiles and are supported
using the R2R model.

PLANNING MODEL

• EXECUTE INVENTORY PLANNING TASKS
• CONTINUOUS PROVISIONING

DEFINE OPTIMAL STRATEGY

Effective MRO inventory planning begins with defining the
optimal strategy for the airline or MRO organisation. This
requires executing a number of “what if” scenarios to model
the various financial and operational inputs for inventory
planning to understand how they interact with each other
and the trade-offs between investment level and parts
availability which need to be considered. These include
fleet, service level policy, network structure, investment and
finance policy.
Fleet

Fleet configurations and changes such as aircraft, routes
and utilisation are important elements in determining the
optimal inventory planning strategy. Additions to the fleet
or phasing out of aircraft impact on future policy decisions
and management of historical demand categorisation.
Seasonal changes in utilization must also be considered in
the planning process. Planners should set parameters and
constraints at fleet level, such as target service levels or
minimum requirements per fleet and run specific scenario
planning against those objectives.
Service Level Policy
Service level can be described as the number of times a part
demand is fulfilled, expressed as a percentage of the total
demand. For example if we have ten demands, and a part is
available for nine of those demands, that equates to a 90%
service level.
There are a number of distinct elements that contribute to
the service level which should be considered, for example:
• Availability at the point of demand

• Service level benefit which assesses the improvement
derived from inventory investment. This is essential in
determining the optimal balance or trade-off between
inventory investment and inventory availability.

Strategic
Planning

STORES
NETWORK

• APPLY PLANNER KNOWLEDGE

• Availability within the supply network within required
timescales

Repair to Reuse

REPAIR

• SET TARGET STOCK LEVELS

REUSE

Tactical
Planning
© Armac Systems 2013

Figure 1 Repair to Reuse Planning Model
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Often a Poisson demand
distribution or “Poisson
Model” is applied to
measure the service level
delivered from a quantity
of a part within a repair
turn around time. There
are a number of deficits
with this approach, for
example, it assumes that
the demand evaporates
if not met immediately
and it also assumes that
the entire investment
quantity will be available
at the start of every repair
lead-time interval (which
is clearly not the case as
some components could be
in the repair cycle process
as opposed to on-shelf at
a storage location). This
simple model can only be
applied at single locations.
More fundamentally the
“Poisson Model” performs
a part-by-part level
analysis. Unlike a holistic
optimization approach it
does not support a cost
benefit analysis which can
result in very dysfunctional
investment decisions.

The following tables compare and contrast the attributes
of R2R and P2C planning models as they relate to specific
aspects of MRO inventory planning.
Demand Profile - combination of planned and unplanned,
deterministic and stochastic

R2R

P2C

Complex and bi-directional
movement of stock,
backfill, lateral re-supply

Single direction movement
of stock

Multiple sources of
inventory – consignments,
pooling, exchange
agreements, repair
vendors, inhouse repairs,
leased or loan stock

Multiple suppliers/OEMs

Multi-echelon – main
stock, forward deployed
stock, line stations

DRP (distribution
requirements planning) –
distribution of high volume
multi-location inventory

Different availability
performance measures for
different fleets, locations,
parts, criticalities etc.

Safety stock/production
buffer stocks

R2R

P2C

Both deterministic and
stochastic

Linear planned demand,
historical transactions are
good indicator of future
behaviour

Multiple sources of highly
stochastic demand from
fleet, locations, maintenance
checks, planned and
unplanned events

Aggregates demand from
all sources, is not required
to be forensic about
demand profiles

Stochastic demand can
mean large variances in
demand profile

Small or predictable
demand level fluctuations
typically on low cost parts

Forecasting and Demand Planning – determine
probability of demand

Investment
Investment policy will determine the financial constraints
and priorities imposed on the inventory planning process.
Due to the stochastic nature of demand surrounding MRO
inventory, the service level delivered from incremental
investment follows an exponential relationship meaning
that for each incremental investment the rate of service
level increase diminishes. Therefore it is critical to
determine the relationship between service level benefit
and investment in order to objectively prioritise planning
decisions to deliver an optimal investment.
Finance Policy
Financial policy sets the rules and constraints which
drive planner decision making in respect of managing
assets throughout the RCM and MRO inventory planning
process. For instance depreciation policy affects net book
value, which is a determinant of non-repair decisions or
liquidation/disposal of surplus stock. Financial policy also
determines how assets are treated on the balance sheet
which can also impact on liquidation parameters.
The output from modeling the various scenarios presented
by these inputs provides planners with a range of model
options from which they select the optimal strategic
planning scenario. This process defines the parameters and
constraints for inventory planning and optimization against
which tactical planning should be executed.

R2R

P2C

Forecast the probability of
demand

Forecast the demand
quantity to support MPS

Appropriate forecast
models are determined
and applied according
to individual demand
profiles*

Forecast based on
aggregate demand for the
entire network

Optimized based on target
service level for network
and individual locations
and investment/cost

No optimization or
consideration of service
level benefit

Multiple demand profiles
– fleet, maintenance type,
utilisation
*The demand profile for a part can be both stochastic and
deterministic, for example within a twelve month period the
total demand for Part A can be 10, but what is the profile of
the demand:
1 DEMAND OF 10 UNITS

10 DEMANDS OF 1 UNIT

TIME/
MAINTENANCE EVENTS

1, 1, 3, 1, 4
Quantity

Other models such as
statistical Bill of Materials
are equally inappropriate
– averaging demand does
not work for maintenance
inventory due to its
stochastic nature, and not
all aircraft will have the
same configurations.

The specific characteristics of maintenance inventory and
how it differs to manufacturing is key to the processes
applied in setting target stock levels. Rotable inventory
is removed from an aircraft unserviceable, repaired and
made available for future use. While a proportion of the
maintenance is scheduled, much of the inventory demand
within the maintenance schedule is unplanned, and it
is this uncertainty that results in the P2C model being
inappropriate for maintenance inventory planning. While
consumable and expendable inventory does not provide
future availability, they also have uncertain demand profiles
and are therefore supported by the R2R model.

Quantity

It’s not unusual for
planners to turn off or
ignore the inventory
planning module of
ERP/MRO IT systems, as
they don’t support the
decisions they need to
make or prove effective in
planning MRO inventory
levels. Instead planners
develop workarounds
based on Safety Stock
and ROL, sometimes
adding classifications
(for example ABC rate of
use or XYZ cost of part)
into their calculations in
order to address specific
complexities. ROL is a
function of usage rate
and lead-time, and can
be buffered to account
for variance in demand.
But large variance, as can
be the case with MRO
inventory, leads to a bigger
buffer which results in
higher stock levels. ROL
does not consider the
future availability delivered
by inventory in the Repair
Cycle Process and prompts
purchasing.

SET TARGET STOCK LEVELS

Quantity

SAFETY STOCK AND ROL

MRO SUPPLY Network Structure
The MRO supply network structure, whether hub and spoke
or a more distributed structure is an important element in
determining optimal inventory planning strategy. Single
location planning will target maximising availability at
point of storage. A multi-location or multi-echelon network
will have hierarchical relationships between the various
locations and stores – for instance a main stores will
support lower level regional stores which in turn support
line stations where demand originates. There might also
be consignment locations where specifically allocated stock
must be held in support of specific contractual obligations.
Transit times and costs between locations; default routes
for replenishment or backfill from higher level stores or
lateral supply of inventory, all impact on service level targets
and inventory costs. Each of these variables should be
considered as part of the policy definition process.

TIME/
MAINTENANCE EVENTS

TIME/
MAINTENANCE EVENTS

Figure 2, Inventory demand profile
The above three permutations would require a different
forecast model to be applied.
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EXAMPLE
The following example illustrates the outcome of the two
different approaches to MRO inventory planning:
• Typical part used once or twice per year

Stock Planning Policy

P2C

Items are removed
unserviceable, repaired
and then returned
providing future
availability

Items are consumed
during production
and provide no future
availability

Optimal target stock
quantity considering all
parts in the Repair Cycle
Process

BoMs of raw materials
to finished goods. Safety
stock and ROL set to
support demand variances,
higher the variance higher
the safety stock levels

Purchase is often the
last action considered to
address shortages*

Items are replenished
through purchasing

Service level benefit is
considered

Service level is not
measured – ROL set to
deliver safety factor within
purchase lead-time

Serialized component
level decision making
e.g. warranty items,
ownership, pool access,
consigned, unit condition
etc for specific serialized
units

• Repair turn-around-time is 15 days
• Purchase lead time is 45 days

Part level only decisioning,
not serialized

Qty of P/N

Following removal from an aircraft, units are held within
a Repair Cycle Process and have multiple conditions and
states as they progress through the process. The model for
defining Stock Planning Policy must be cognisant of this
RCM process.

Figure 3 Significant proportion of parts have 3 or
less demands per year
100%

80%
70%

85%
82%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
INVESTMENT

$25m

$30m

• One serviceable part is currently allocated to a
maintenance job card. This item will not ground an
aircraft, the planner can defer the defect to the next check
• There is one known requirement in eight weeks
• Purchase to Consume (ROL) recommendation

- High safer factor = recommendation is raise PO for 2
additional units

• Repair to Reuse recommendation

- Given the part cost, with 1-2 demands per annum, 1 unit
is sufficient for the operation. It is highly unlikely that a
part will be needed in 15 days, and it is not an AOG item.

• R2R recognises that removed parts will provide future
availability.
MRO inventory planning requires analytical and objective
decision making such as that applied in the example above.
It is not possible to achieve this when planning thousands
of part numbers for aviation maintenance planning without
the support of appropriate systems and processes.
Part Attributes

Part attributes such as criticality, unit purchase cost, repair
cost, repair turn-around time (TAT), removal rate, utilization,
Net Book Value (NBV ) and Fair Market Value (FMV) etc all
need to be considered as part of the analytical decision
making process. Different parts can have a different
operational impact, so MEL, criticality or essentiality
codes necessitate different availability levels. Also aircraft
configurations can differ within a fleet, part demand
depends on aircraft configuration. Parts can be one way or
two way interchangeable (A can replace B and vice versa or
B cannot replace A). This feature results in crossing chains
of configuration with complex interchangeable rules which
must be supported.
Service Level Calculation

The safety stock reorder level model is not appropriate for
calculating the service level delivered by rotable inventory.
The objective is to calculate a target stock quantity
incorporating reverse logistics transit times and repair
cycle times. The service level must be defined as either
1) available immediately “off-the-shelf” at the point of
demand, or 2) available within a planned lead time from the
designated storage location .
Inventory Optimization

Average demand per year

90%

• Unit cost $70,000

- Low safety factor = recommendation is raise PO for 1
additional unit

* Quite often a significant proportion of rotable items within
the inventory profile are expensive and slow moving, with 3 or
less movements per year as illustrated in Figure 3. It is because
of this uncertainty of demand that purchasing of additional
units results in a service delivery with an exponential rate of
return, for example increasing investment by 20% might only
yield a 3% improvement in service level. Therefore adding
additional units can significantly increase the investment
without a corresponding improvement in service level. There
are other actions that could be considered to address short
term shortages for example Loan and Exchange agreements,
consignment arrangements and pool access.

SERVICE LEVEL

SERVICE LEVEL
Service Level is a key
performance indicator
(KPI) of maintenance
inventory planning
for aviation. It is
neither financially nor
operationally feasible
to hold an inventory
of all spares at all
network locations to
satisfy demand in a
geographically distributed
network. Therefore in
setting service level
targets it is necessary to
determine what inventory
should be centrally stored
(hub location) and what
can be tactically deployed
at regional locations to
deliver an acceptable
service level within an
acceptable timeframe at
an acceptable cost.
In this context, service
level breaks into two
distinct performance
measurements based on
two operational storage
paradigms. These are:
( 1) storage at the
anticipated point of
demand - expensive in
terms of inventory and
storage costs
and
(2) storage at a regional
or hub location within an
acceptable delivery time
from the point of demand
- more economical but
lacks immediacy.
In practice an airline or
MRO will want to use
a combination of the
two, in conjunction with
other factors such as part
criticality (MEL [Minimum
Equipment Listing]/
Essentiality Code), cost
and anticipated frequency
of use in determining the
optimal split of inventory
across storage locations.
This approach also delivers
two distinct but equally
valid service level KPI
measurements: immediate
or “off-the-shelf” service
level at the point of
demand and service level
within a planned lead
time from the designated
tactical storage location
(hub, regional stocks etc).

R2R

$50m

Demand can be highly uncertain and unit costs can vary
greatly. Depending on the part and the nature of demand
non-availability of components can have greater or lesser
impact on the operation, from AOG to deferred defect.
As a consequence of the stochastic nature of demand
the service level delivered from incremental investment
follows an exponential relationship (for each incremental
investment the rate of service level increase diminishes,
see Figure 4). As a further consequence of this non-linear
relationship, setting provisioning policy on a part-by-part
basis results in a highly inefficient investment where
higher investments are made in parts that are more
expensive and less critical and deliver less incremental
service level. In practice, the multiplicity of inventory and
business variables and parameters requires a sophisticated
optimization engine to set target stock levels objectively.

Figure 4 Investment v service level
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Policies should be set holistically across the entire inventory.
The planning solution should be capable of capturing and
processing all investment and performance permutations
(both availability and service level by location or part if
necessary) to determine the optimal investment required to
deliver the performance criteria specified, or maximise the
availability performance based upon an allocated budget,
at the strategic planning stage. The output from this
process would be the optimal target stock levels necessary
to support the business within the service, availability, cost
and other parameters defined.

INVESTMENT COST
INCLUDING COST OF HOLDING

SURPLUS AND SHORTAGE PLANNER ACTIONS
Surplus –divert a part to a surplus store where the total
number of available parts in the network exceeds the
optimal quantity required to deliver the service level.
Liquidate Serviceable – to make a part available for
sale where the part is significantly in surplus and it is
determined that forecast demand is highly unlikely to
require this super-surplus.
Purchase – if a part is in shortage, purchasing an additional
unit should be the last option considered by the planner if
they cannot fulfill requirements from other sources. Priority
should be given to parts that will deliver the maximum
service level benefit.
Repair/Not Repair – if a part is in surplus the optimal
decision could be to “Not Repair”, instead route the part to
unserviceable stores or a holding location for repair cost vs.
NBV (net book value) write-off consideration.

OPTIMAL
POINT
NIL STOCK OPPORTUNITY COST
E.G. AIRCRAFT DELAYS

Figure 5 Optimization: identify optimal investment,
balancing cost of inventory and opportunity cost of nil stock

APPLY PLANNER KNOWLEDGE – NON IT DATA,
CONSTRAINTS AND CONTROLS

While the ERP/MRO IT System contains the master and
transactional data necessary to support the inventory
planning process, there is often critical part information
which the planner is aware of but has no way of
capturing within the system of record. There can be policy
information such as:
• Stock quantities at important locations that may have
been mandated
• Constraints such as contractual minimum quantities that
must be held in consignments
• Parts within warranty should be repaired even if there is
surplus etc.
There is also operational data that might apply to demand,
for example:
• Inventory usage that relates to a Service Bulletin that has
terminated and should not be considered as stochastic
demand for future forecasts
• Part usage during a lease hand-back that should not be
considered for future planning
• Part usage associated with a mod programme which
should be excluded.
The planner may also want to constrain inventory
recommendations to manage the inventory, or set rules
for certain periods of time according to contractual
agreements. The inability of ERP/MRO IT systems to capture
and apply such knowledge in setting target stock levels is
one of the reasons that planners go off-system within the
inventory planning process. Effective analytical decision
making cannot be accomplished without the application of
such knowledge.

EXECUTE INVENTORY PLANNING

Once optimal target stock levels are identified, there needs
to be a process around identifying the required actions
necessary to deliver the policy and prioritise execution of
these actions at each location in the network. Optimal
target stock levels are compared to actual levels for each
location in order to identify and execute surplus and
shortage inventory management actions. These actions
should be prioritised in order to optimize investment and
maximise inventory availability.

Liquidate Unserviceable – if a part is in significant surplus,
the planner could choose to make it available for sale or
scrap, thus avoiding the cost of repair where the probability
of usage has been calculated as being so low that repair is
not justified.
Scrap – where an unserviceable surplus part is of sufficient
age or time on wing that its NBV is written down to a
specific level, for example below the cost of repair, or for
example escape slides that require more frequent removal
and inspection cycles, then the planner could recommend
the part be scrapped when that part is in surplus.
Loan & Exchange – from time to time, due to seasonality,
demand peaks or mod programmes, requirement for short
term access to inventory is required that would not justify a
longer term investment. Parts can be sourced on a loan or
exchange basis from strategic partnerships.

AVAILABILITY PLANNER ACTIONS

Backfill, lateral re-supply, stock transfer order – tactical
deployment of serviceable and pending serviceable parts to
maximise availability. Parts are incrementally positioned at
a location in the network to deliver the highest probability
of satisfying demand. This could include the allocation of
the next available part from a repair location (Post Repair
Allocation).
Repair expedite - Availability of parts can be improved
through the proactive management of the repair cycle.
Standard measurements used to chase overdue items
include oldest or most overdue order. For repaired rotables
with stochastic short term demand spikes these methods
are not the most appropriate. A better solution is to
identify the unserviceable items that would best mitigate
availability risk, and prioritise those from repair.
Replenish – to request allocation of a contractually
consigned part from a supplier, where the actual stock level
for that part is below the contracted level.

CONTINUOUS PROVISIONING

MRO inventory planning is a continuous process which
needs to be supported through systems and processes.
Shortage and surplus inventory planning and availability
maximisation activities need to be proactively managed to
ensure the maximum service level is delivered across the
network and assets are actively managed throughout their
lifecycle. Regular optimizations set against the defined
strategic policy ensure that decisions and actions taken by
planners continuously deliver a maximised service level and
optimized investment.

The following are the range of actions which the inventory
planning solution needs to support.
6
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INVESTMENT
OPTIMIZATION
SURPLUS & SHORTAGE
MANAGEMENT
Armac’s solution pro-actively
monitors stock levels to
identify surplus and shortage
inventory. It then makes
prioritised recommendations
through the Workbench to
take one of a number of
configurable actions; liquidate,
consider loan and exchange,
scrap, purchase etc. to
manage the individual parts
accordingly.
PURCHASE DECISIONING
While the planner
ultimately retains control
of the purchasing decision,
Armac’s solution provides
the planner with purchase
recommendations in order of
priority to ensure maximum
service and availability impact
for the incremental target
investment. This is particularly
important where budgets are
constrained.

UNIQUE INVENTORY PLANNING AND
OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION TO SUPPORT
THE REPAIR TO REUSE MODEL
Recognising the need for a solution which specifically
supports the R2R model for inventory planning, Armac has
developed an MRO inventory planning and optimization
solution which facilitates airlines and MROs to optimize
the quantity, cost and availability of their spare parts. It is
a strategic decision support and policy execution solution
which becomes the planner’s core desktop interface for
MRO inventory planning.
Armac’s solution integrates with the existing ERP/MRO
IT system extracting part master and transaction data. It
combines this with expert planner knowledge and the
strategic business priorities of the organisation to calculate
the optimal levels and mix of inventory required at all
network locations to support the operation. It also supports
the delivery of the target stock levels to the operation
through prioritised planner tasks for execution.
There are four key elements to Armac’s solution designed
to support rotable, repairable, consumable and expendable
inventory within the “Repair to Reuse” model for inventory
planning.

REPAIR/NOT Repair Decisioning
In the case of identified
surplus rotable stock, Armac’s
solution pro-actively monitors
return of unserviceable parts
and applies a combination
of system and user input
business knowledge rules
to make “Repair/Not
Repair” recommendations
as appropriate, to avoid
unnecessary repair cost and
preserve cash flow in the
business.
SURPLUS DECISIONING
Surplus parts are identified
by Armac’s solution. Where
appropriate, recommendations
are generated to make surplus
parts available for disposal,
loan and exchange or sale.
Constraints can be applied so
that only parts that are clearly
overstocked are recommended
to be made surplus. Parts
most in surplus will be highest
up the recommendation list.
Combining this process with
the prioritised purchases
allows for proactive prevention
of inactive surplus.
Much of the inventory held by
airlines of MROs is comprised
of inactive or obsolete stock.
The combination of the
Repair/Not Repair and Surplus
Management processes can
deliver proactive identification
of surplus inventory while it
is still active. This prevents
future build up of obsolete
stock and avoids further
unnecessary repair cost. It
can also potentially generate
revenue through sale or loan
and exchange of the active
surplus. Trading opportunities
with surplus inventory is more
successful when active parts
are made available.

ARMAC SOLUTION

STRATEGY
POLICY & KPI
TARGETS
WHAT-IF

Armac
DSS

Armac
Workbench

Analytics
Engine

Knowledge
Base

Once the optimal strategy has been identified the resulting
output is the optimal target stock levels necessary to
support the entire network within the service, availability,
cost and operational parameters defined.
INITIAL PROVISIONING
Armac’s DSS supports initial provisioning by executing
various optimization scenarios to model the impact
of fleet changes; different investment or service level
requirements; changes to the operation or to evaluate
strategic opportunities such as PBH, Loan & Exchange
and support contracts.

REVIEW
ACTION
AUDIT TRAIL

INVENTORY PLANNER’S WORKBENCH:
EXECUTION OF OPTIMAL STRATEGY

IPCM

SIMULATION
OPTIMIZATION
PRIORITIZATION

Figure 7 Management Dashboard to support strategic
decision making

DATA ENRICHMENT
RULES
CONTROLS

Armac’s unique Inventory Planner’s Workbench ensures that
the optimal inventory planning policy is driven through to
operations at a part-by-part level. The Workbench becomes
the planner’s core desktop interface for inventory planning,
presenting a prioritised list of recommendations to deliver
optimal service level and optimized investment.

Figure 6 Armac Solution

ARMAC DSS:
DEFINING OPTIMAL STRATEGY

The DSS component in Armac’s solution is used to
determine and define the organisation’s optimal MRO
inventory planning strategy. Multiple policies, network or
operational “what-if” scenarios can be modelled, evaluated
and optimized, for example a fleet change, new routes or
the benefit of consignment stock and strategic support
contracts, such as pool access. Armac’s solution provides a
wide range of planning parameters to analyse and calculate
the optimal inventory levels across each location of the
network:
• Target service level
- Minimum SL
- Maximum SL
• Network – minimise delivery times
- Single location
- Multi location
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Figure 8 Planner tasks transacted through the Workbench
Armac’s solution compares actual stock held, including
items in the repair process, against the calculated optimal
target stock levels and identifies inventory surpluses
and shortages. It then makes pro-active and prioritised
recommendations through its interactive Inventory
Planner’s Workbench to manage the surplus and shortage
items and allocate/reallocate inventory in the network
to maximise availability. These action recommendations
include:
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AVAILABILITY/NETWORK
OPTIMIZATION

Armac’s solution supports
multi-location and multiechelon planning where
inventory is held at locations
to minimise the length of
time between demand at a
location and the inventory
being available to satisfy
that demand, i.e. minimise
backorder days.
The solution provides network
configuration functionality
where it is possible to
graphically represent the
hierarchical MRO structure
on-screen. It holds data
relating to the network, for
example transit times and
costs between locations,
default replenishment routes
or backfill of inventory from
higher level stores and lateral
resupply routes.
Network imbalances are
addressed through tactical
redeployment of stock and
allocation of parts post repair
to optimally position parts
to satisfy probable demand.
Routing of stock is achieved
through global stock transfer
orders and post repair
allocation recommendations.

MANAGEMENT CONTROL
DELIVERED THROUGH
KNOWLEDGE

Transacting inventory
planning tasks through
Armac’s Workbench records
an audit trail of all planner
decisions made. It captures
recommendation approvals,
over-rides and also non-action
(where a recommendation
is ignored). Over-rides are
essentially deviation from
optimal policy, so the planner
must record their rationale for
doing so. Such knowledge rules
are retained within the system
and incorporated into future
optimizations accordingly.
The visibility and accountability
that this process provides
positively drives planner
behaviour. Armac’s solution
provides management
reporting on planner activity
against target KPIs. It
measures:
1. Plan productivity – level
of recommendations being
actioned
2. Investment value benefit of
actions – cost savings, spend
avoidance, opportunity cost of
alternative actioning
3. Part availability benefit
– improvements in overall
availability.
Management can target and
measure KPIs to ensure policy
adherence at operational level.
This supports continuous
improvement process around
MRO inventory planning
– measuring effectiveness
as well as identifying areas
and policy which need to be
reviewed.

INVESTMENT
OPTIMIZATION

NETWORK
OPTIMIZATION

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Repair/Not repair
Consignment holdings
Loan and exchange
Disposal
Purchase

Planner information (action recommendations) and
business (policy) rules are retained within the Knowledge
Base and incorporated into future optimizations. Further
knowledge which controls how recommendations are
generated is captured, so that the system is continuously
learning. Planners can set time specific rules and controls to
effectively manage application of such constraints.

Repair expedite
Backfill
Lateral resupply
Network allocation and
post repair allocation
to optimal demand
location
• Stock transfer

The recommendations are designed to minimise capital
costs, maximise surplus resale value and avoid unnecessary
purchases or repairs while ensuring optimal service levels
are delivered.
Execute Approved Actions
Once the planner reviews the recommendations in the
Workbench, the approved actions initiate relevant materials
management transactions in the integrated ERP/MRO
IT system. Some recommendations can be executed
automatically based upon pre-set controls e.g. repair a part
that is in shortage.
Real-time continuous inventory provisioning – integration
with ERP/MRO IT system
Armac’s solution can be set up in a systems integration
mode to continually monitor relevant stock changes
notified from the ERP/MRO IT system of record. In this mode
it continually assesses the impact of stock changes on the
optimization activities across the network, and pro-actively
makes stock rebalancing recommendations, through the
Workbench. Available inventory is tactically moved to
demand locations throughout the operational network in
order to maximise availability and minimise delays and
AOG’s.
Armac’s solution has been integrated
with many leading ERP and MRO IT
systems. It is SAP ® certified providing
a fully integrated MRO inventory
optimization solution for rotable,
repairable, expendable and consumable
inventory.

KNOWLEDGE BASE:
CAPTURING PLANNER KNOWLEDGE

Armac recognises that not all of the information critical
to setting the planning policy is available within MRO
IT systems. The missing ingredient is the critical expert
planner knowledge, or tacit information, which is typically
held outside the IT system, often held by materials planners
in spreadsheets or on to-do lists and post-it notes. This
information should be formalized and captured within the
inventory planning system for use within the process.
Armac’s solution uniquely provides a mechanism, the
Knowledge Base, to record tacit information and create
business rules where appropriate to incorporate within the
planning optimization. Planners can add knowledge such as
constraints and exclusions on individual parts and serialised
components for a particular fleet or aircraft type and at
specified locations across the network. They can also apply
business and operational rules such as force repair on a part
that is in surplus for the period of a warranty as there is no
cost to the repair.
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Knowledge is also captured by the planner as
recommendations are being reviewed, approved or modified
in the Workbench. This places controls upon the planner as
they must outline their rationale for decisions made which
deviate from optimal policy. All decisions are captured
and recorded in an audit trail providing visibility and
accountability for management control.

ADVANCED ANALYTICS ENGINE:
OPTIMIZATION AND PRIORITISATION

At the core of Armac’s solution is the Advanced Analytics
Engine. It calculates the optimal target stock levels and
prioritises planner actions to maximise part availability
throughout the network while minimising required
investment.

Figure 9 Prioritisation of planner tasks
Inventory Optimization

The planning parameters set at the Policy Definition
stage are used as inputs to the inventory optimization
process. This process uses a combination of appropriate
algorithms and demand simulations to evaluate various
demand scenarios to arrive at the optimal investment,
target availability, quantity and corresponding service level
decision for each part across the operational network, by
evaluating every provisioning option for every part at every
location. Separate algorithms for rotable and consumable
optimization are used, based on Armac’s “Repair to Reuse”
model. The criticality of every part, it’s repair lead time
(for rotables), purchase time, transit times between
points in the supply network, purchase cost, repair cost,
NBV are holistically considered within the optimization
process. Constraints can be applied to set minimum
quantities or service levels or investment that parts or
groups (criticalities) of parts must achieve. The stochastic,
or uncertain, nature of the demand, together with the
combinational nature of the demand from different
maintenance types (scheduled, unscheduled), and the
interdependency of the listed variables for the many parts
required to support the maintenance process, results in a
complex exponential relationship between investment and
service level. Armac’s Advanced Analytics Engine has the
computational sophistication to address this challenge and
determine the optimal solution for the operation.

OPTIMAL
POINT
PART 1

OPTIMAL
POINT
PART 2

OPTIMAL
POINT
PART 3

Figure 10 As discussed previously on Figure 5 every part
has an investment and service level profile. Optimization
holistically considers all parts to determine the optimal
investment for the entire inventory
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ARMAC OPTIMIZATION
It is important to
understand that, as a
consequence of the
stochastic nature of
demand, the service-level
delivered from incremental
investment follows an
exponential relationship.
For each incremental
investment the rate of
service-level increase
diminishes. This is a core
reason that informal,
off-system methods
are inefficient for MRO
inventory planning;
setting provisioning policy
on a part-by-part basis
means the organisation
may be making higher
investments in parts
that are more expensive
and less critical. Armac’s
solution is suited to this
challenge because it
provides a sophisticated
optimization engine
which sets target stock
levels objectively, after
considering all variables
and parameters.

DATA QUALITY
Data quality gaps are often
seen as an impediment to
effective MRO inventory
planning. Armac’s IPCM
model looks to identify
primary and secondary
data sources from
alternative systems if
necessary through data
hunting techniques. Data
quality is continuously
improved through ongoing
implementation as
sources are configured to
take advantage of fuller
information as it becomes
available.

Prioritisation
Having run inventory planning optimizations to determine
(a) the optimal target stock levels and (b) the action
recommendations to deliver the target stock levels, Armac’s
Engine prioritises planner actions according to the service
level benefit they will deliver to the network. Prioritisation
is a feature of Armac Solution’s holistic approach to
inventory planning achieved through analysis of the direct
relationship between investment and service level benefit.
Prioritisation drives planner behaviour deliver the optimal
policy:
1. Purchasing decisions are ranked to ensure priority is given
to parts that will deliver highest service level value
2. Stock transfer order and repair expedite decisions are
prioritised to optimize availability at demand locations.

The objective of the Diagnostic is to identify organisational
maturity in relation to MRO inventory planning and the
Armac deployment option most appropriate to deliver
the inventory planning objectives. From this, the project
roadmap is developed in accordance with Armac’s capability
development model. Typically there are four phases to the
model:
1. Policy and decision making
2. Investment optimization
3. Network optimization
4. Repair capabilities.
These can be delivered in incremental stages and build on
the capabilities from the previous phase.

Without prioritisation planners are faced with complex
decisioning about what tasks should be completed first.
With literally thousands of actions it is critical that tasks are
prioritised in order of the value they bring to the inventory
profile.

ARMAC MRO IPCM ENGAGEMENT MODEL

Armac’s solution has two deployment options – Armac
DSS and Armac Workbench. Armac DSS enables the
organisation to determine their optimal inventory planning
strategy and optimal target stock levels, resulting in
reduced inventory investment and improved service levels.
The Workbench enables optimal policy to be driven through
to operations supporting planners in managing surplus
and shortage inventory, optimizing the investment and
maximising part availability. The solution can also be fully
integrated with the existing ERP/MRO IT system.
The solution is delivered through Armac’s our unique MRO
IPCM Engagement Model which supports the engagement
of all the key stakeholders in the inventory planning
process.
Armac MRO IPCM Stakeholder Engagement Model
READINESS
ASSESSMENT
STRATEGY & POLICY
FINANCE & CONTROLS
PEOPLE & PROCESS
SYSTEMS & DATA

1010010
1010100
1010101
0101000

DEPLOYMENT
OPTIONS
ARMAC
WORKBENCH

ARMAC DSS

1

ARMAC
INTEGRATION
FRAMEWORK

3

2

2

1

1

PROJECT
ROADMAP

DELIVERING INVENTORY PLANNING KPIS
AND MANAGEMENT CONTROL
Armac’s proven solution enables airlines and MROs to effectively

manage and control MRO inventory planning by addressing
gaps and inefficiencies in existing processes and systems.
It has delivered significant value for client organisations.
Customers have seen reductions in inventory investment
of up to 40%, and annual inventory (purchase and repair)
spend avoidance of up to 25%, while maximising inventory
availability and maintaining high service levels.

TIMESCALES
OBJECTIVES
PROCESS
BENEFITS
SYSTEMS
RESOURCES
WORKSTREAMS

Figure 11 Armac IPCM Engagement Model
The IPCM incorporates an in-depth IPCM Diagnostic to
determine how the organisation currently manages key
planning activities and processes and perform a gap
analysis between these and best practice. The IPCM model
supports each of the key areas of MRO inventory planning:
• Systems and data: Data availability and quality, data
transformation, systems integration and optimization
parameters
• People and process: Organisation structure, process
integration, stakeholder engagement and roles and
responsibilities

• Strategy and policy: Network configuration, strategy and
policy parameters, recommendation rules and operational
availability rules
• Finance and controls: Part valuation and depreciation
policy, investment policy, repair/not repair decisioning,
liquidation rules and controls, balance sheet impact.
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Figure 12 Armac Capability Development Model

“SR Technics is a global leader in
component management services for
the commercial aviation sector. It is
our goal to deliver the best service for
our clients, by using the best in class
technology and tools. We are delighted
to work with Armac who we consider to
be a thought leader in MRO Inventory
Analytics and Planning. They have
helped us significantly improve our
inventory turn by over 40% in two years.
ARMAC’s current engagement supports
SR Technics’ global focus from EMEA
to America to Australia, enabling us to
determine the best strategy and tactical
inventory positioning to support a
growing, global MRO network”

Beat Otzenberger, VP Asset Management
& Single Component Services (SCS) SR
Technics Switzerland
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Improvements in operational availability and investment
KPIs deliver tangible benefits to the organisation in terms
of both cash-flow savings and profitability. The change
process brought about by implementing Armac’s solution
delivers significant management control over the MRO
inventory planning process:

1.		 DEFINE OPTIMAL INVENTORY PLANNING
POLICY AND KPIS

Optimize target stocks to deliver customer service levels and
optimized investment. Policy definition sets the objective KPIs
to measure effectiveness of the planning process.

2.		 DRIVE POLICY THROUGH TO OPERATIONS

Ensures policy is delivered through to operations at individual
part level. Analytical planner decision making adheres to
optimal policy and is prioritised according to the service level
benefit delivered, resulting in optimized inventory investment.

“We find Armac’s expertise in aviation
inventory planning to be an invaluable
asset to the planning team. Their
leadership in this area has greatly helped
to develop policies, procedures and the
expertise of the planners as well as
driving the organisational changes that
have enabled SR Technics to become a
leading service provider in component
management services”
Dominik Hoesli, VP Supply Chain
Development & PMO Component
Services, SR Technics

3.		 SYSTEMISED AND FORMALISED PROCESS

Analytical decision making is accomplished through
formalised and systemised processes including the capture
and incorporation of expert planner knowledge. Financial and
operational constraints and rules are set within the system
supporting large scale analytical planning decision making.

4. CAPABILITY ENHANCEMENT

Enhances the analytical capabilities of key knowledge workers
within MRO inventory planning. It also allows knowledge
management and the formalisation and channeling of expert
knowledge within the organisation, best practice and experience
can be shared and developed.

5.		 VISIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY

An audit trail of planner activity through the Workbench
provides visibility and accountability on the inventory planning
process. This means that Management can measure planner
activity, process adherence and delivery of defined KPIs via
dashboards and reports, helping to maximise planner efficiency
and effectiveness.

To find out more about how your organisation can maximise spare part availability
and optimize inventory investment through application of Armac’s MRO inventory
planning and optimization solution, call us on +353 41 9877480 or go to
www.armacsystems.com.

About Armac Systems
Armac Systems is at the forefront of new-generation, intelligent MRO inventory planning solutions.
With a strong focus on the aircraft MRO sector, the company has saved millions of Euro for aviation
organisations to date. Its solution has been developed in collaboration with Academic Institutions and
industry leaders.
For further information please visit
www.armacsystems.com
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